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CAPA/NCDOT Asphalt Pavement Workshop

Lamar Sylvester, PE
State Construction Engineer
Project Delivery

- Finding the Right Solution
- Final Surface
- Patching / Milling
- Contract Times
- Quality
Banking MB and WB Participation

- Participation above goal goes into “bank” for future use in meeting Good Faith Effort at bid

- State Funded Projects Only

- Central Let

- Division Let – Pilot during 2017

- Banking language in MB/WB Provision in Contract

- Benny Sloan maintains balances
Counting DBE, MBE, and WBE Participation

• DBE/MBE/WBE Subcontractors - 100%

• Suppliers – 60%

• Suppliers are Certified based on a specific product they supply

• Currently there are no certified DBE/MBE/WBE suppliers of AC
FOB Asphalt Purchases

- Statewide Contracts through NCDOT Purchasing Unit
- Monthly Adjustment Factor Purchasing Website
- Price Adjustment Always Applied to the Original Contract Unit Price
- Review October and November 2016 Invoices
- Resubmit to office that purchased the material
- Copy of Original Invoice, Credit Invoice, and New Invoice (rebill)
Questions?